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Stationary sensing networks are often associated

with high maintenance costs. With the increasing

availability of Global Positioning System (GPS)

devices installed in vehicles or mobile phones, it is

reasonable to collect vehicle trajectory data and

then leverage this type of data for traffic monitoring.

The use of commercial fleet trajectory data could be

seen as the first step towards mobile sensing

networks. The main objective of this research is to

estimate traffic state with partially observed

trajectories (commercial fleet trajectories in our

case).

1. Introduction

We first formulate the trajectory-based traffic

estimation as a video computing problem. Next, we

reconstruct trajectory series into video-like data by

performing spatial discretization. Following this,

video input is embedded using a tubelet embedding

strategy. Finally, a Revised Video Vision

Transformer (RViViT) is proposed to estimate traffic

state from video embeddings (see Fig.1).

2. Method

Fig. 2 Highway Drone dataset (source [1]) 
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Fig. 3 Estimated and observed occupancy 

values from recording #11

Trajectory dataset

The Highway Drone (HighD) dataset (see Fig. 2)

provides post-processed trajectories of about

110000 cars and trucks extracted from drone videos

at German highways around Cologne during 2017

and 2018.

Results
Table 1 Estimation results

3. Case Study

Model MAE MSE

3DCNN 2.29 7.65

ConvLSTM 2.07 6.74

SlowFast Network 1.68 5.17

TimeSformer 1.46 3.43

RViViT 1.43 3.35

The results show that the RViViT outperforms all the

tested models. Even using relatively lower resolution,

fewer model parameters and smaller training data

size, the RViViT is able to yield acceptable

estimation performance. In the future, we will extend

this work to multi-segment traffic estimation.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Fig. 1 Proposed Revised Video Vision Transformer (RViViT) estimation model
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